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Economic Context

The global economy growths slowly but expected to continue recovering in 2016 above 3%. Key risks to the outlook in the shortterm are geopolitical tensions and financial market volatility, and over the medium-term, low inflation in developed economies
and a decline in emerging markets growth, with special emphasis on China. China is heading into a recession, falling a 6.9% that
is dragging the rest of the world economy down with it and Brazil has entered recession with GDP falling a 1.9%.
The global economy will benefit from increased demand as the US recovers. In the US, real GDP is reflecting an encouraging
improvement in new investment spending, consumer confidence and employment rate but the collapse of raw materials market
-especially oil- has caused deflation ghosts to reappear.
Europe remains a mixed picture. UK has begun to experience a concerning economy slowdown with inflation currently at 0.2%,
well below the targeted 2%. Despite of this, unemployment has decreased to its lowest level in more than a decade.
In Germany, economy is living a growing momentum and gaining traction after a soft patch lived in second half of 2014. 2016
annual GDP growth expectation is 1.7%. Unemployment rate is stable around 6.4%, 3 points less than last year and inflation
increased very gradually throughout 2015 but remaining below 0.5%, its lowest progress in 6 years.
The French economy grew 1.1% in 2015, which shows limited recovery. Private consumption was not the main driver and
inflation remained marginal creeping very slowly back. Inflation rate hasn’t crept above 0.3% since November of 2014.
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Spanish economic performance started to recover since summer 2013. During 2014 it maintained its positive trend in
macroeconomic indicators and it registered a quarter-on-quarter increase in volume of 0.8% in the last quarter of 2015. Year-onyear, economic growth improved to 3.5%, as expected, from 3.4% in the prior quarter. In 2015 as a whole, the economy
expanded 3.2%.
National household consumption experienced an annual growth of 3.5% in the third quarter of 2015, representing six tenths
more than the previous quarter. On the other hand, external demand -both exports and imports- gets worse in the third quarter
of 2015, four tenths less than last quarter in quarterly GDP (from -0.1 to -0.5 points).
Moreover, tourism is fueling Spain’s economic recovery. A record number of 68.1 million of tourists was registered in 2015 with
7.6% more of international tourism mainly from UK, Germany and France.
In terms of labor market, it shows a slight recovery. Employment increases by 525,100 in the last 12 months. The annual
employment variation rate is 2.99% and the unemployment rate stands at 20.8%.
Relating to the CPI, the annual change of the CPI for the month of December stood at 0.0%, 0.3 point above the figure registered
in the previous month. The monthly change of the overall CPI was ‒0.3%.
Confidence indicators are suggesting that these drivers will continue to feed through into the wider recovery of the Spanish
economy throughout 2016, as soon as political situation stabilizes and a new government is formed along the same lines.
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Key Facts
There were many investors with an eye on the Spanish market, attracted by macro-economic stability and the prospects for
improvements in the sector, which was reflected in 2015. Now, interest for investing in Spain depends on political stability.
2014 investment in the real estate sector -including debt, banking platforms (servicers) and companies’ shares- was around
€24,300M compared to €9,000M of 2013, according to our figures. 2013 was the trampoline and 2014 the exceptional takeoff.
2015 was not falling apart, it showed a record path: investment volume -considering debt, corporate transactions and capital
increases- reached around €28,419M, €10,562M accounting only assets which represents almost the double for the same period
of 2013.
Occupational demand and rental levels are not reacting at the same speed, although there are exceptions such as Madrid,
Barcelona, Baleares and Marbella (Malaga) that show good health and where property values have experienced very rapid
growth reaching final corrections and subsequent stabilization. Despite of this, there is a long way to full recovery.
Deals have primarily been focused on prime assets, the supply of which has rapidly run out. In less than one year there is scarcity
both in terms of prime offices and prime high street retail. As a result, prices have increased for the best assets, resulting in yield
compression.
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From that numbers, it is noteworthy to point out that debt and real estate corporate deals represented a 62.83% (€17,857M) of
the total investment volume (€28,419M). In terms of real estate assets (including land), the investment volume was 37.17%
(€10,562M). H2 2015 was not so good as it was predicted based on the excellent first half of the year. This is the amount that
corresponds with all transactions registered by Cohispania based on public information until the 31th of December of 2015.
Retail assets took the greatest share after debt and corporate transactions, amounting to €2,979M (€1,472M allocated in
Madrid). Offices also awakened the appetite of investors followed by the great momentum of the hospitality segment.
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Investment Allocation by Location

Investment Allocation by Type of Investment
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Many investors have the specific objective to seek prime real estate assets with high yields with low default risks. Madrid was
the most active market where €5,287M (50.06%) were invested last year. The sale by Villar Mir to Emperador Group of Torre
Espacio for €558M was the most relevant transaction in Madrid´s Market in 2015.
Barcelona reached 8.16% of the total investment volume. The most representative transaction was the acquisition of the former
Seat platform by Cilsa to Consorci Zona Franca for €105M.
Deslocated portfolios took an important share (23.19%). Regarding to this, hospitality portfolios rise an important amount arround €865M- taking the biggest rate.
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Key Investors & Players
Funds have resulted to be the greatest players along 2015. They represent a 39.20% against the 23.75% of SOCIMIs and the
17.73% of real estate property companies, that hold the second and third position respectively. The rest is very diverse,
amounting around 19.32% all of them – family offices, corporates, banks, insurance companies and hotel chains.
Debt and corporate transactions were crowded by US funds by type of investors with 44.52%. Oaktree was the most active
investing more than €1,500M in different debt projects such as Gaudi Project, Wind Project and Goya Project.
International investors have relied on Spanish real estate market, mainly on SOCIMIs (Spanish REITs) showing full confidence in
their experienced management teams, in their business plans and in their investment policies. After the spectacular fund rising
held by them in 2014, SOCIMIs have represented the second high share with a 23.75% of the total invested. What is more,
among national investors SOCIMIs represented almost 51%.
Within 50.25% share of SOCIMIs investments (€6,717.33M), Hispania invested €491M without including the assets owned by
Bay Hotels & Leisure, what amounted €950M and placed Hispania on the second position by SOCIMIs investment. Merlin
Properties are in head of investment allocation by this type of investor with €2,198.45M invested in real estate assets and Testa
(€1,793M).
Thus, SOCIMIs are currently the leading players within the sector in just over a year. Among them, the ones at the continuous
market are the protagonists. Merlin Properties, Hispania (although it not exactly a SOCIMI), Lar Real Estate and Axiare now own
assets worth €8,000M.
The SOCIMI Merlin Properties currently owns a 77% stake in Testa and its predicted to be finished in 2016, the acquisition of
22.99% left and the refinancing process launched in 2015. By the time the integration of the two companies has been
completed, it will then become the largest real estate company in Spain dedicated to the rental of space. The new entity will
own assets worth more than €5,800M. Merlin’s market capitalization has reached €3,729M at the closing of 2015. In December,
the SOCIMI become a listed company and linked to Ibex 35 index. Merlin presents a good perspective in the medium and long
term, although it went to public at a wrong moment to stock markets.
Investment Allocation by Type of Investor - Seller
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National investors have resulted to be the greatest players by investor´s country during 2015. They represent a 47.04% against
the 34.38% of US investors that hold the second position. The rest is very diverse, followed mainly by European countries and
Asia that hold an important role as traditionally have played in the Spanish market. As mentioned before, there is huge
competition and there has been a wave of transactions involving investors from countries not traditionally seen in the Spanish
market, such as from China, Hong Kong, Singapore or Saudi Arabia.
Asian and Latin American investors have their focus on prime real estate assets in Madrid and Barcelona, with attractive yields
and low default risks. The other investors are additionally seeking assets with some degree of vacant space and which can be
improved with capital expenditure, due to the lack of core assets. Thus, add-value assets represent the highest share of
investment allocation by type of investment during 2015 (€8,964M).
Moreover, many investors are seeing in joint ventures with local partners/developers the best way to obtain two digits returns.
They are investing in long-term projects such as land to develop housing projects or buildings to refurbish and change of use.
This is very positive to the market, as financial institutions are not providing credit and when they are doing by strict conditions.
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Trends by Sectors
Real Estate investment reached €28,419M in 2015, a record figure that exceeds the total level of investment seen even in the
years before the crisis according to Cohispania on the basis of public and open information.
The retail and office sectors were the most popular last year, making a total of €2,979M and €2,665M respectively and reaching
both more than 50% of assets investment.
Industrial sector takes only 2.55% of the investment, however it has increases it share 0.5 points compared with the previous
2014.

Source: Cohispania
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RETAIL

Key Facts
Currently, there is strong demand from international retailers keen to access the Spanish retail scene as well as from national
operators who have been very active in the last year.
By the end of 2015, there has been an increase in the stream of visitors to shopping centers, a 1.5% growth over 2014. This
encourage operators to think again in growth parameters.
Availability rate is reduced in shopping centers due to expansion plans that are underway by operators looking to secure
strategic positions, although it is high in many secondary locations.
Shopping centres have also seen increased activity from occupiers compared to previous years and rents have been rising
steadily over the past 12 months. Prime shopping centre units are sought after and favored by retailers, while supply is limited.
Rents for secondary shopping centres are considerably lower and only national and local occupiers are willing to take on new
leases in recently refurbished schemes.
Prime High Street rents have been on the rise across the country. Prime areas in Madrid, Barcelona and certain coastal areas
associated with luxury tourism (Costa del Sol and the Balearic Islands) remain the most sought after in the Spanish retail market.
Availability in prime areas is limited and excess demand is moving to secondary areas where rents are lower.
Increase of interest in retail sector has been reflected on rent growth of high street commercial spaces and consequently on
decrease of yields, especially in Madrid and Barcelona. In terms of investment, 10.48% has led on this market. But, among real
estate assets it takes 21.57% which makes retail sector the most relevant.
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Yields are falling very fast since 2014. They are approaching to numbers of years were market reached peak levels (2005-2007),
previous to the housing bubble. However, there are factors that keep us from that time.
Average rental levels -including prime assets- has been adjusted between 20% and 30% from the period 2008 and 2011. In
addition, reductions on rentals at that time were limited and residual to new tenants in order to help them in the firsts months.
But now these bonuses represent between 10% and 30% on average of total gross rental. These two aspects have caused that
the net profit of the shopping centers is much lower than the one in the pre-crisis period. Therefore, despite similar yields, asset
values are significantly lower.
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As well as an increased demand for space, it is expected a slight increase in rentals in the medium term and a decrease in
bonuses in the short-term.
Rents in selected streets in Madrid and Barcelona are respectively 245€/sqm/month and 275€/sqm/month. High Street yields
are close to 4.50% for both.
Regarding secondary locations, Seville has a high street rent of 125€/sqm/month, just as Valencia. High street rents in Palma de
Mallorca and Zaragoza are in 100€/sqm/month and 85€/sqm/month, respectively. Yields are similar for all of them, being in a
range of 5.00%-5.25%.
Yields for prime shopping centres reached 5.50%. As an average, it is around 5.50% in Madrid and 5.75% in Barcelona. These
yields are among the highest in Western Europe and are indicative of the lack of investment demand in Spain in recent years.
With consumer activity consolidating upwards -still weak-, there are not yet big yield compression and prime yields are currently
stable.
When looking at secondary centers -which are more than prime centers- difficulties such as falling rents, vacant units and
temporary rental discounts, have resulted in yields for secondary centers rising close to 7%.

Investment Focus
During 2015, investment in retail assets has reached €2,278.78M. According to our figures, 49 operations have been closed and
16 of them are related to shopping centers with a total investment volume around €1,200M.
In this sense, there have been two major transactions to date where Orion Capital Managers is the seller. On the one hand,
Plenilunio shopping center (Madrid) sold by €375M to French firm Klépierre; and secondly, Puerto Venecia shopping center in
Zaragoza to Intu Properties for €451M. Among SOCIMIs highlight Megapark mall in Barakaldo (Vizcaya), purchased by Lar to
Oaktree for €170M, the largest transaction conducted by the listed company until now.
After shopping centers and retail parks, investment focus stands at High Street, which for the last year represented an invested
volume upper of €644M. Most significant transactions were the sale of 32 Gran Via in Madrid for €400M by Drago to
Pontegadea at the beginning of 2015, the new Primark flagship in Madrid, and Moraleja Green Shopping Centre for €72,50M by
the German fund Kennedy Wilson to the Dutch bank ING.

Most Relevant Transactions

Source: Cohispania
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OFFICE

Key Facts
Main European office markets continue to pave the way for recovery. London remains Europe’s most liquid real estate market
but the feeling is that the market has overheated. In Germany, Berlin’s real estate market has now changed dramatically with
presence of international investors pour capital into the city. Central Paris is incredibly strong in terms of investment and similar
to London attracting many investors that are focused on secured deals and on its liquidity.
Meanwhile, in Spain expansion driven take-up is limited. New leases, in both key cities, are driving activity but this is largely
linked to occupiers consolidating their businesses and driving through cost efficiencies and/or upgrading to better quality space
without increasing their balance sheets.
In Madrid the CBD market is the most popular area while in Barcelona the periphery was the most sought-after location with its
ability to offers larger, modern floor plates.
Vacancy was largely stable at relatively high levels. Over time, the excess of space should be eroded, as there is no speculative
space currently under construction.
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Rents held firm across the board in Barcelona, while a marginal uplift was seen in Madrid’s CBD as quality stock falls and demand
increases. This has been reflected on 9.38% of the office investment, being the second in the top-selling real estate assets list.
In Madrid, this whole situation has been reflected in the evolution of signed rents during the past 18 months. In 2015 the growth
in the average rental prices reached a 7% rise and as an example, in Business District, it rose above €26.50/sqm/month (even
maximum rents in this area exceeded 30€/sqm/month).
In Barcelona, rentals increase percentage was more pronounced than in Madrid. During 2015, average incomes rose by 10% in
the Business District reaching 19.50€/sqm/month. As in Madrid, during this year, signed contracts indicate that this positive
trend continues.
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In terms of yields, escalating investor demand is putting downwards pressure on prime yields. In Madrid, yield compression
continues accentuating, marking downs in all areas and especially in the CBD, with a prime minimum yield of 4.25%. Corporacion
Financiera Alba estimated a 4% yielding by Castellana 89 when they paid €147M. While, in Barcelona prime yields stood at 5%
the last quarter of 2015. The last time that this level was reached was in 2006 during the economic and real estate boom. That
shows the great interest of investors in the Spanish real estate market.
Supply levels declined due to a higher demand. Large share of uptake was by multinational companies in quality buildings,
located in the key cities, Madrid and Barcelona. Axiare acquired Cristalia 5&6, two A class office buildings for €49M with
objective of revalue its portfolio and Hispania bought also 4B Cristalia for €31.90M, an A class building with a LEED Gold
certification, both in Parque Empresarial Cristalia in Madrid.
Spanish office sector recorded an invested volume of around €2,600M until the 31th of December and are the most sought real
estate assets after retail ones.

Investment Focus
Office investment in Spain improved significantly in the last 12 months, especially in Madrid, following the country’s continued
economic recovery.
Related to the last months, mainly due to political uncertainty, take up figures continued improving in Madrid as in Barcelona
but in more moderate terms than expected. The average rental prices continue to rise in the CBD and tend towards stabilization.
Moreover, first upturns are even contemplated in more peripheral areas.
In the case of Madrid, the total cumulative investment in this year in office assets exceeded the amount of €2,200M,
representing almost €800M more than in the entire office investment volume of 2014.
Related to transactions in Madrid, Emperador Group from Philippines bought Torre Espacio to Villar Mir by €558M. Insurance
companies were a very active buyer profile apart from international funds and SOCIMIs such as AXA Real Estate that purchased
two buildings in Madrid and Barcelona for €110M and Mapfre that acquired number 6 of Independence Square to the Notarial
Mutual for €82M

Most Relevant Transactions
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HOSPITALITY
HOSPITALITY

Key Facts
Tourism GDP is review for the whole 2015 up to 3.7%. Thus, tourism business maintains its condition of the main recovery
machine for Spanish economy. 2015 finished with the sixth year of tourism growth above the national GDP average.
Spain surpassed, with the arrival of 68,137,625 international tourists, the record figure reached n 2014, accounting for 3.2
million more tourists and a variation of 4.9% over that period. Apart from this good news, it was domestic demand the main
engine of growth in tourism in 2015, but with all available official indicators growing almost at the same speed than the ones
related to foreign demand.
Official statistics show that the rate of growth of foreign demand continues to grow more in terms of arrivals of tourist rather
than in expenditure amounts.
The UK was the first country leading the group of foreign demand during 2015, with 15,675,247 tourists, 4.5% more favored by
the depreciation of the euro and the strength of its economy and representing the 21.6% over the total. France, with an increase
of 8.9% and favored by the instability in North Africa, experienced the largest variation of major foreign visitors in the year. It
was the second group with 11,548,078 tourists, 16.1% over the total. Other issuers with significant variations were United States
with a 23.6% more for the same period and favored by the evolution of exchange rates. Meanwhile, arrivals from American
markets, without including US, grew by 11.6% since January.
Canary Islands were the main destination for tourists followed by Catalonia and Andalusia. Madrid, in accumulated terms, was
the one with the biggest increase of the period with a growth of 13%.
Hotel accommodations were elected in the 2015 by 63.19% of tourists, an increase of 4.9% against other accommodation
choices such as touristic apartments.
Currently, Spain's hotel stock is distributed as follows: approx. 59% are 4*hotels, 19% are 3*hotels, 5% are 5* hotels and 17%
undisclosed hotels, buildings to convert into hotels.
The hotel market is highly fragmented with varying quality of assets. 58% of the existing hotel supply is independently operated,
which many are family owned. Discrepancy of standards between these family run business and national & international hotel
operators is very apparent.
In terms of investment, hospitality assets reached 7.08% (€2,012M) of 2015 total investment, €836M more than the previous
year. This sector has not only increased reaching real estate investment, the second semester of 2015 closed with a positive
business balance: 84.7% of Spanish tourism companies experienced an increase in sales and 83.4% in its results, according to
EXCELTUR.
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Last year, alliances and hotel portfolios took an important share of the hospitality investment. Barceló and Hispania set up a
socimi Bay Hotels & Leisure with the acquisition by Hispania of 16 hostels. The multy-family office Mazabi also bought five hotels
located in Marbella, Ibiza, Mallorca and Madrid for €155M.
Investment by hotels category
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Investment Focus
Spain is among European counties and along with Portugal, the one in which the total volume of hotel investment in 2015 grew
more. The hotel investment volume in Spain during 2015 recorded a figure of €2,012M according to our data, representing an
increase of 50% over 2013. This data does not include hotels within bank portfolio, both debt or REOs, or hotels that form part
of big matrimonial accounts, such as Testa. It is estimated that Testa´s hotel portfolio, now at Merlin´s hands, ascends to
€206.76M. That is more, considering bank transactions and off-market deals, the investment amount can reach €2,600M.
Undoubtedly, this data is fantastic and shows the extraordinary momentum that crosses the hotel investment sector. The
interest of international investors has been alive along 2015 and it will keep vivid by 2016.
The jewel of the crown, for the moment, has been the sale of the Ritz Madrid by €130M to Mandarin Oriental and the Olayan
Group by Omega Capital. Also note the portfolio consisting on 7 resort hotels sold by Meliá to Starwood for €176M.

Most Relevant Transactions

Source: Cohispania
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RESIDENTIAL & LAND

Key Facts
Housing is an increasingly important part of the mix of the mainstream sectors in Europe, after logistics and city center offices. It
is evident that shortages and affordability issues in many European cities are influencing a longer term move into housing sector
by some investors. Residential, in all its variations, is on the rise.
In Spain, international investors that do not have the expertise are looking for a partner who does. Yield in rented housing
investments maintains a positive sign being around an average of 5.5% nationwide, very stimulating if it is considered the low
interests obtained by saving deposits.
In general terms, real estate construction industry presents a slight revival of activity but with rates of credit to finance new
projects still with values below 2013.
The positive notes are that housing mortgages rebounded in November by a 16.4% and sum eighteen months of growth and a
slight improvement of visas for new housing projects as well as final permits for major works.
Moreover, in the third trimester of the year house prices increased around 3% compared with a year ago, placing exactly this
rate in the pre-crisis level, as reflected by the current data provided by the Statistics National Institute.
This price rise was accompanied by an increase in the number of transactions that also grew a strong 7.4% YoY in November,
registered by Association of Property Registrars. They explain that especially between first months of the year there was an
exceptional increase in these inscriptions.
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Source: Cohispania
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The recovery in demand has been very progressive with moderate growth rates and will consolidate high levels of demand
reducing the stock of new dwellings pending for sale and even absorbing the ones that are under construction.
The most recent and reliable data about housing stock is of July 2015 performance registered by the Ministry of Public Works. It
informs that housing stock equals to 25.49 million dwellings: 19.11 million corresponds to the main residences and 6.38 million
to secondary homes. The stock of new dwellings is 535.734 units, a 5% lower than 2013.
According to the same source, by regions, in the first half of 2015 Andalusia won in stock possession with 4.4 million housing
units, followed by Catalonia (3.89M), the Valencian Community (3.16M) and the Community of Madrid (2.94M).
When it comes to sales and reduction of stock comparing to 2013, the number fell most in Ceuta and Melilla (-36.16% what is
741 units), Madrid (-8.25%, 26.800 units) and Andalusia ranking next (-2.3%, 25.833 units).
Land with excellent and strategic location -although they would require active management- has also been much desired. CP
Group and Construcciones Amenabar bought for €64M to SAREB all its plots in Arroyo Fresno (Madrid). And what is most
striking is that the first 50 floors put on sale were transacted in five days as it occurred at the peak of the good times. Also SAREB
sold to Castlelake land in Boadilla (Madrid) for €13M and one to Insur one in Marbella. It is in Marbella where many cranes are
being seen as a very good sign of project reactivation. In another product segment, it is worth to highlight the nine plots to
develop 1,200 VPP homes that Aquila Capital and Inmoglaciar bought to SEPES by €44.93M.

Investment Focus
Residential investment continued an upward trend during 2015. The invested amount (except from particular housing
transactions) stood in 2013 around €564M, it improved significantly in 2014 reaching €1,154M and it remained stable in 2015
concluding by €1,116M.
Investment has been focused primarily on buildings for rehabilitation due to the absence of quality product; investors are open
to add value and assume more risk. For example, Pontegadea sold to Uniq developer by €20M a residential building for a
comprehensive transformation, just 200 meters from Paseo de la Castellana (Madrid), and Kennedy Wilson in partnership with
Renta Corporacion acquired by €11M their third building together to restore, in this case in Puerta del Sol area (Madrid).

Most Relevant Transactions

H: Houses B: Buildings
Source: Cohispania

€540 M

€90 M

€65 M

€62.5 M

€60 M

4,500 Units

18 Buildings

Telefonica Buildings

Residential Complex

300 Units

National Investor

Hispania

Elliot

Blackstone

Goldman Sachs
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Also important residential portfolios have been transacted with significant discounts, although the situation has changed
considerably compared to 2013 when first packages were sold. Bankinter sold to Elliott a dislocated portfolio of 300 units
initially valued at €60M and BMN Bank sold 550 units mainly on the coast (Coronas project) to Apollo for €16M. In addition,
there are several deals waiting to be closed consisting of residential units, land, offices and retail premises valued on approx.
€4,800M. Sabadell and Popular Bank are expected to sell residential portfolios in the short term. Also Bankia´s Big Bang project
that consisted of 38.500 residential units, almost 5.000 retail units and 2.600 plots has not found buyer and will be sell unit by
unit to particulars.
Just to give an insight, according to the Land Price Statistics published by the Ministry of Development, the price of urban land
has increased significantly in Spain’s major cities. During 2015, land prices increased by no less than 34% YoY in municipalities
with more than 50,000 inhabitants, excepted in Badajoz (120%). On the other hand, land prices in certain regions recorded high
decreases such as the case of in Cordoba (-47.6%) and Albacete (-80.8%).
In terms of the type of investor, given the lack of current good financing sources (although this is improving) there is an
alternative that is revitalizing the sector: the inflow of foreign capital, although it has a higher cost. This comes from every
continent, however the profile of international investors interested in buildings in prime areas to be fully reform are Latin
American and US based funds when it comes to land development.
European and US investors are more open to non-prime locations, such as the outskirts of Madrid, where prices have corrected
in recent years. In this case, the investor usually invest in land at a good price in joint ventures with local partners, mainly in the
residential sector, that want to position themselves to meet the demand for new housing in the next five years. In the Appendix
of this document it is incorporated the most relevant joint ventures/alliances that have been made public, not all linked to land
and residential.
By 2016, real estate expectations point to a continued moderate growth in residential investment market. The supply of new
housing will remain important, despite the low rate of current developments. It will be observed an increase in the production
of housing units with the release of new developments after the investment made last year.

Most Relevant Transactions

Source: Cohispania

€300 M

€120 M

€64.3 M

€56.7 M

€50M

Castellana Norte

Juan Bravo 3

Arroyo del Fresno

Valdebebas

Marbella Plot

Villar Mir

Lar España/Pimco

CP/Amenabar

Pryconsa
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INDUSTRIAL

Key Facts
After good results of 2014, take-up of warehousing space continued to grow in the second half of 2015. Private consumption
was the main driver, followed by increasing exports from the Eurozone although at a slower pace.
Strong upturn in logistic investment activity has delivered a record in last quarter of 2015 volume what has increased downward
on yields, falling below 5% in UK and 5.5% in Germany. In another places such as Amsterdam or Paris yields have fallen below
6.5% and in Ireland has reached 6.75%.
Consumption recovery, economic improvement and consequently the opportunity to obtain financing, are some of the most
important factors that have contributed to the revival of industrial and logistics take up space, and it has occurred in a very
short period of time.
On the other hand, Spain has an excellent geostrategic position that facilitates the movement of goods between
continents, a quality that undoubtedly contributes to the development of this business.
In Madrid and Barcelona, much of the logistics demand is either linked to the activity of distribution/cross docking where in Madrid the proximity to the city center is key- and either linked to large logistics space over 25,000 sqm in peripheral
areas in the outskirts, such as Azuqueca and Alovera in Corredor del Henares. In Barcelona, most demanded are the one close to
the ZAL port and French border.
Due to the shortage of product, both in Madrid and Barcelona, there are some very actively analyzing both
turnkey projects and more risky developments that could meet demand requirements. In Barcelona, for example,
lack of product is carrying logistics firms to move to areas outside the first ring. Especially, when it comes to demand
for surfaces over 20,000 sqm, firms are moving to the second and third ring.

2,55%

4.50

0.25

6.75

6.25

5.00

7.00
Source: Cohispania

In Madrid and Barcelona, that shortage of product has made rents reaching 4.50€/m²/month and 6.25€/m²/month, respectively.
In the Spanish capital, the rent has been kept at the same level, although in Barcelona it is still growing at the same speed since
2013.
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As conditions improve, investment will reach other locations. It can be said that logistics sector continues moving
in the right direction, consolidating its recovery and visualizing upgrade and refurbishment projects that will
improve available space after years of accumulated delay because of the crisis. If 2014 marked the turning point, the
second half of 2015 confirmed the shift towards real and more entrenched recovery.
Spanish industrial market has great potential as it is seeing by the eyes of big national and international investors.

Investment Focus
The industrial and logistics sector has registered in 2015 an investment volume of €725.64 M, regarding our figures. This
volume is not bigger not because of lack of appetite by investors -that is huge- but for the lack of product. This
figure almost doubles the volume recorded in 2014. This buying pressure is expected to continue this year with the
entry of a greater number of actors in an environment of better access to finance.
The investor profile remains very similar to that observed in 2014. Investors with high experience in the logistics industry
and SOCIMIs such as Merlin -that bought logistic asset in Coslada, Getafe, Cabanillas and Meco among others (both in Madrid)are those who continue to close deals. As a result of contagion, more and more private investors and family offices are willing to
listen to good opportunities.
But opportunistic investors such as Blackstone, Oaktree and GreenOak are the great players buying logistic assets and land. The
American fund GreenOak has invested more than €75M in logistic platforms located mainly in Madrid and occupying almost
100,000 sqm.
The Spanish logistics market is very young compared to the US and other European countries. There is an extensive way to run,
so this is a sector that presents great opportunities. International investors are clear that Spain is an interesting
market and with huge potential. The lack of product is already carrying many investors to take more risk and
acquire assets without tenant, but obviously studying carefully the location and type of asset.
The most important investment deals are the General Electric logistic portfolio bought by Blackstone for €156M. In Barcelona,
Cilsa bought former Seat Platform to Zona Franca Consorci for €105M and GreenOak acquired for €68.5M four logistic platforms
located in Henares Corridor and Getafe.

Most Relevant Transactions

Source: Cohispania

€156 M

€105 M

€68.5 M

€60 M

GE Portfolio

Former Seat Platform

Getafe Platform

Alstom Platform

Blackstone
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GreenOak

Baraka
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APPENDIXES
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Appendix I: 2015 Transactions Detail

Rt: Retail Of: Office Ho: Hospitality R: Residential D: Debt L: Land I: Industrial Cp: Corporate
Source: Cohispania
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Appendix I: 2015 Transactions Detail

Rt: Retail Of: Office Ho: Hospitality R: Residential D: Debt L: Land I: Industrial Cp: Corporate
Source: Cohispania
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Appendix I: 2015 Transactions Detail

Rt: Retail Of: Oficina Ho: Hotel R: Residencial D: Deuda S: Suelo I: Industrial Cp: Corporate
Source: Cohispania
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Appendix I: 2015 Transactions Detail

Rt: Retail Of: Oficina Ho: Hotel R: Residencial D: Deuda S: Suelo I: Industrial Cp: Corporate
Source: Cohispania
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Appendix I: 2015 Transactions Detail

Rt: Retail Of: Oficina Ho: Hotel R: Residencial D: Deuda S: Suelo I: Industrial Cp: Corporate
Source: Cohispania
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Appendix II: 2015 Transactions Madrid Map
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C.C. Plenilunio
C.C. Zielo Shopping
C.C. Eboli
C.C. Miramadrid
Rivas Futura
C.C. Arturo Soria Plaza
C.C. Moraleja Green
BMW Head Office
JILT 14
Tucuman Building
4B Cristalia
Foster Wheeler
Cristalia 5&6
Toyota Head Office
Ramirez de Arellano
Axa Headquarters (Fte Mora)
Avenida de Bruselas 38
JILT 6
Alcalá 506
Avalón Bussines Park
Llano Castellano 51
Vodafone Headquarters
Office Buiding
Altamar Buiding
America Building
Rafael Hoteles Madrid Norte
Sanchinarro Residential Complex
Residential Portfolio
Lucero Plot
11 Arroyo del Fresno Plots
Boadilla Plot
3 Arroyo del Fresno Plots
4 Valdebebas Plots
Montecarmelo Plot
Las Tablas Plot
Villaverde Plot
Valdebebas Plots
Alcalá de Henares Plot
14 Valdebebas Plots
Torrejon Plot
Daganzo Logistic Warehouse
Coslada Logistic Platform
Meco Logistic Platform
Loeches Logistic Platform
4 Logistic Platforms (GET
TXT Logistic Platform
Las Mercedes Open Park
Los Olivos Logistic Platform
6 Warehouses
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Appendix III: 2015 Transactions Madrid Center Map
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Legend
1.
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4.
5.
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7.
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Gran Vía 32
Gran Vía 30
Theatres
Preciados 4
Gran Vía 68
Puerta del Sol 9
Cinesa Proyecciones
H.S. Callao
Velázquez 87
Kutxabank Branch
Fuencarral 77
Paseo de la Castellana 196
Gran Vía 44
Gran Vía 43
Puerta del Sol
Ederra Tower
Adecco Head Office
H.S. Gran Vía 14
Palacio de la Trinidad

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Principe de Vergara 108
Alcalá 38
CHL Head Office
Avenida de los Toreros 8
Castellana 89
Serrano 73
Plaza de la Independencia 6
Padilla 17
Rios Rosas 26
Príncipe de Vergara 125
Príncipe de Vergara 112
Génova 17
Plaza de Santo Domingo
Don Ramón de la Cruz 82
Suero de Quiñones 42
Torre Espacio
Paseo de Recoletos 4
Santa Engracia 120
Gran Via 42

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

Huertas 16
Ritz Hotel
Jacometrezo 6
Tryp Atocha Hotel
Ronda de Atocha 17
Holiday Inn Bernabeu
Santa María de la Cabeza
El Faro Student Residence
Fernández de la Hoz 63
Póstigo de San Martín
Paseo de la Castellana 64
Paseo de la Habana 75
Menendez Pelayo 41
Zorrilla 19
Hilarión Eslava Plot
Juan Bravo 3
Mendez Alvaro Plot
Castellana Plot

H.S : High Street
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Appendix IV: 2015 Transactions Barcelona Map
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Gallina Blanca Head Office
North Tower
Revlon Head Office
Joan Miró 21
Passeig de Gràcia 105
Cornerstone Offices
Girona 2
Tarragona Tower
Les Glories Building
Hesperia Ramblas
HCC Covadonga Hotel
Aragó 13
Montecarlo Hotel
Aragó
Two Buildings
Hilton Barcelona
Gold Project
Two Student Residences
Bankia Residential Units
Social Housing
Gran Via de les Corts Plots
Segro Plot
Amazon Plot
ZAL Barcelona Logistic
Former Seat Platform
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Appendix V: 2015 Transactions Spain Map

1. Consum Markets
2. Lidl Supermarkets
3. C.C. Airesur
4. C.C. As Termas
5. Santander Bank Branches
6. H.S. Zara
7. C.C. Puerto Venecia
8. Eroski Hypermarket
9. C.C. Galeón
10. C.C. Megapark Barakaldo
11. Seguridad Social Building
12. C.C. El Rosal
13. Sevilla Factory
14. Ibercaja Bank Branch
15. Retail Park
16. C.C. Parque Ceuta
17. Caprabo Markets

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Retail Park Connecta
Dia and Carrefour Supermarkets
C.C. Rivera de Xuquer
C.C. Bonaire
H&M Flagship Store
Echevarria Building
C.C. Bilbondo
GE Office Portfolio
Vincci Malaga
IFA Hotels
Meliá Hotels
Sumba Hotel
Barceló Santiago Hotel
Atlantis Hotels
Delicias Hotel
Torre Do Deza Hotel
Guadalpin Hotels
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Jacaranda Hotel
Gran Hotel Don Jaime
Sada Marina Hotel
Altea Hills Hotel
Vichy Catalan Melia
Dunas Hotels
Calas de Mallorca
Sandos San Blas
NH Gran Hotel
Sol Falcó Hotel
Castelar Building
Ciudad Real Plot
Cas Capiscol Plot
Cruce de Caminos Plot
Pla-Za Plot
La Manga
Mercadona Plot

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Martinsa Plot
Alicante Plot
Avila Plot
Marbella Plot
Mallorca Plot
Miralcampo Logistic
Azuqueca Logistic
Logistic Platformn C2
Logistic Platform C5 & C6
Almussaffes Platform
Valencia Platform
Girona Logistic Platform
Pla-Za Logistic Platform
Reus Platform
Logistic Platform SI
Vitoria Platform
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Appendix VI: Joint Ventures

Source: Cohispania
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Appendix VI: Joint Ventures

Source: Cohispania
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Appendix VII: SOCIMIs Detail

* Flotation Capital: Until 8th of January of 2016
** Assets: Until 3rd Semester of 2015
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29%

22%

63%

34%
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55%
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11%

58%

29%
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* S.B.A. by sector
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Appendix VII: SOCIMIs Detail

* Flotation Capital: Until 8th of January of 2016
** Assets: Until 3rd Semester of 2015
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Cohispania has worked in collaboration with Maxxima REA

About Cohispania

Maxxima REA

Cohispania takes part of the company Grupo Financiero
Empredia A26. Grupo Financiero Empredia A26 is a group
with interests in various sectors: Valuation of properties,
companies and industrial assets, inventories, formation and
Real Estate Advisory.

Maxxima is a Madrid based Real Estate Advisory firm that
manages singular Real Estate assets and portfolios.
Moreover, we are specialized in providing integrated and
tailored services in Real Estate Market and Transaction
Advisory. Our services frame includes: Strategy and
Transaction Advisory, Corporate Finance services, Property
Valuation, Technical Management, Asset Management and
Advisory in Real Estate Operations.

Cohispania provides Consultancy in Real Estate Valuation.
Cohispania value all types of properties using different
criteria depending on the purpose of the report:
Regulatory purposes. Reception to the current regulations
(Ministerial Order ECO/805/2003):




Mortgage credit.
Value studies for Real Estate Investment Funds
(REITs).
Value of the real estate assets of Pension Funds.

Administrative and financial purposes. All those need to
know the market value of the property:





Coverage of Technical Provisions of Insurance
Companies.
Massive Portfolio Evaluations- Automated
Valuation Model (AVM).
Balances Sheets.
Advice on processes for buying and selling.

Valuations following IVS, EVS and RICS regulations.

Disclaimer
© Cohispania S.A. 2016
The publication of this report only provides general information. High standards have been used to prepare the information,
analysis and projections exposed. This report does not necessarily represent the views of Cohispania S.A. and Maxxima REA and
no responsibility for loss associated to any person acting or refraining from acting as a result of any material in this publication
can be accepted by the authors or publishers. Reproduction of this report in whole part or in part is allowed with proper
reference to Cohispania.
All diagrams, charts and comments have been prepared by Cohispania in collaboration with Maxxima REA on the basis of public
and open market data compiled from January until the 31th of December of 2015.
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www.cohispania.com
Head Office
Avda.Europa 34. Building B
28023
Madrid · Spain

(+34)91 307 00 35
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